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A new physical mechanism or mode of plastic deformation in nanocrystalline metals and ceramics is
suggested and theoretically described. The mode represents the cooperative grain boundary (GB) sliding
and stress-driven GB migration process. It is theoretically revealed that the new deformation mode is more
energetically favorable than ‘‘pure’’ GB sliding and enhances the ductility of nanocrystalline solids in
wide ranges of their structural parameters.
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Physical mechanisms or modes of plastic deformation
and behavior of defects in various nanostructures represent
the subjects of intensive research efforts motivated by
interest from both fundamental science and technology;
see, e.g., [1–14]. For instance, specific deformation modes
[carried by grain boundaries (GBs)] operate in nanocrystalline (NC) solids and, together with conventional slip of
lattice dislocations (nucleated at GBs or interphase
boundaries [15–17]), cause their unique mechanical properties such as superior strength and hardness; see reviews
in [11–13] and the book in [14]. However, most NC solids
have low ductility that limits their practical utility [11–14].
At the same time, there are several examples of superstrong
NC solids showing substantial tensile ductility at room
temperature [14,18–20] or superplasticity at elevated temperatures [12,14]. The nature of the outstanding combination of superior strength and good ductility is under debate
[11–14]. Its understanding needs identification of specific
physical modes of plastic deformation and their operation,
together with lattice dislocation slip, in ductile NC solids.
One of specific deformation modes is GB sliding, which, in
particular, dominates in NC solids showing superplasticity
[12,14]. Nonaccommodated GB sliding in NC solids creates defects—dislocations and disclination dipoles—at triple junctions of GBs [21,22]. These defects are capable of
initiating cracks, in which case a NC solid tends to exhibit
brittle behavior [21,22]. In contrast, if GB sliding is effectively accommodated, NC solids show enhanced ductility
and/or superplasticity [12,14,23]. In this case, GB-slidingproduced defects transform into defect configurations
which do not initiate cracks. In the context discussed, there
is large interest in identification of accommodation mechanisms of GB sliding in NC solids. It is commonly viewed
that accommodation of GB sliding occurs through lattice
dislocation emission from triple junctions, diffusion, and
rotational deformation [12,14,23]. All these processes
transform defects produced by GB sliding and thereby
are treated as ‘‘active’’ accommodation mechanisms.
Besides, GB sliding produces extra GB curvature, which
drives local GB migration in NC solids [12,23,24].
However, the curvature-driven migration of GBs does not
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transform defects produced by GB sliding and thereby can
be viewed as a ‘‘passive’’ accommodation mechanism. The
main aim of this Letter is to suggest and theoretically
describe a new physical deformation mode—the cooperative GB sliding and stress-driven GB migration (CGBSM)
process—involving GB migration as an active accommodation mechanism for GB sliding in NC solids.
Let us consider both pure GB sliding and the CGBSM
process in a two-dimensional section of a deformed NC
solid (Fig. 1). Pure GB sliding occurs under the applied
shear stress  and transforms initial configuration I of
GBs [Fig. 1(b)] into configuration II [Fig. 1(c)]. GB sliding
is assumed to be accommodated, in part, by emission
of lattice dislocations from triple junction [Fig. 1(c)].
Besides, following the theories in [21,22], GB sliding
results in formation of a dipole of wedge disclinations A
and C in configuration II [Fig. 1(c)]. In general, a wedge
disclination at a GB represents a line defect dividing GB
fragments with different tilt misorientation angles, whose
difference is the disclination strength [25]. In the considered case [Fig. 1(c)], the disclinations are characterized by
strengths !, whose magnitude (!) is equal to the tilt
misorientation of the GB AB assumed to be a symmetric
tilt boundary. The disclination dipole AC has the arm (the
distance between the disclinations) equal to the magnitude
x of the relative displacement of grains [Fig. 1(c)]. The
disclination dipole AC is a GB-sliding-produced defect
whose stress field can initiate a crack [21,22] [Fig. 1(d)].
Another deformation mode effectively operating in NC
solids is the stress-driven GB migration; see pioneering
experimental observations [26,27] and review [12]. It is a
fast athermal process which (in contrast to thermally activated, curvature-driven migration of GBs) creates defects
[28]. We think that both GB sliding and stress-driven
migration can simultaneously occur as a cooperative
stress-driven process, in which case defects created by
GB sliding are, in part, accommodated by defects created
by GB migration. In this context, the CGBSM process
serves as a special deformation mode enhanced compared
to pure GB sliding in NC solids. This view is supported by
both our theoretical analysis given below and numerous
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p1 ¼ x  y (where x  y). The dipole of wedge disclinations BE is characterized by both the strength magnitude !
and the arm p2 ¼ y. A crack may be formed in the stress
field of a disclination dipole [Fig. 1(f)].
The transformation from the initial configuration (I) into
the final configuration (III) is characterized by the change
W in the total energy of the solid. After some algebra in
the spirit of the disclination theory [25], we find the following expression for the energy change:
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Here G denotes the shear modulus of the NC solid
(assumed to be elastically isotropic),  the Poisson’s ratio,
q the distance between the disclinations C and E,  the
angle made by the segment CE and the normal to the
segment BE [Fig. 1(e)], R the screening length
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FIG. 1. Grain boundary deformation processes in nanocrystalline specimen: (a) General view. (b) Initial configuration I of
grain boundaries. (c) Configuration II results from ‘‘pure’’ grain
boundary sliding. Dipole of disclinations AC is generated due to
grain boundary sliding. (d) Crack forms and grows into the grain
interior. (e) Configuration III results from cooperative grain
boundary sliding and migration process. Two disclination dipoles CD and BE are generated due to this cooperative process.
(f) Crack forms and grows along grain boundary fragment EB2 .

experimental observations [11,12,23,29] of concurrent GB
sliding and grain growth occurring in NC solids during
(super)plastic deformation.
Within our theoretical model, the CGBSM process
transforms initial configuration I [Fig. 1(b)] into configuration III [Fig. 1(e)]. During this process, in parallel with
GB sliding that causes the relative displacement of grains
over the distance x, stress-driven migration of the vertical
GB occurs over the distance y from its initial position AB
to the new position DE [Fig. 1(e)]. (Here, for simplicity,
we consider GB configuration III with planar and parallel
GBs AA1 and BB2 , in which case the length of the migrating GB does not change. Examination of a more complex
geometry is much more complicated and spaceconsuming, while its results are very similar with those
of our simplified description.) Such a CGBSM process, in
the spirit of the theories in [21,22,28], leads to the formation of two disclination dipoles CD and BE
[Fig. 1(e)]. The dipole of wedge disclinations CD is characterized by both the strength magnitude ! and the arm

of the stress fields of disclination dipoles, L1 ¼
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p21 þ 2p1 q sin þ q2 ,
L2 ¼ p22  2p2 q sin þ q2 ,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and L12 ¼ ðp1  p2 Þ2 þ 2ðp1  p2 Þq sin þ q2 . The
first and second terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1)
characterize the elastic energy of the disclination dipoles
(including the self-energies of both the dipoles and the
energy of their interaction) and the work of the external
stress  spent to CGBSM process, respectively. The interaction of the disclination dipoles with other defects (say,
other disclination dipoles produced by plastic deformation
near the configuration shown in Fig. 1) leads to the mutual
screening of their stresses. This effect is characterized by
assigning a screening length R to the stress fields of the
disclination dipoles [21]. R is approximately taken as a
constant (¼3d) for both the dipoles, because of low sensitivity of W to R.
Equation (1) describes W as a function of two variables x and y. Figure 2 presents a typical map of the energy
change Wðx; yÞ, calculated by Eq. (1) within the intervals
x  d and y  x, for R ¼ 3d, ’ ¼ 2=3,  ¼ 0:01G,  ¼
0:34, and ! ¼ 0:3. As it follows from Fig. 2, there is a
minimum (shown as point M1 ) at some values of x0 and y0 .
In doing so, the path K from the starting point (x ¼ 0, y ¼
0) towards the point M1 is characterized by the absence of
any energy barrier. That is, the process under consideration
[Figs. 1(b) and 1(e)] is nonbarrier. Also, note that this
CGBSM process is energetically preferred compared to
pure GB sliding which corresponds to the path S (Fig. 2)
with a minimum of the energy change at point M2 . The
preference is related to the definitive feature—cooperative
character—of the CGBSM process. GB sliding and migration effectively accommodate each other when they simultaneously carry plastic flow [Fig. 1(e)], and this allows us
to treat the CGBSM process as a special deformation mode
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FIG. 2. Map of the energy change Wðx; yÞ, calculated in the
intervals of x  d and y  x, for R ¼ 3d, ’ ¼ 2=3,  ¼
0:01G,  ¼ 0:34, and ! ¼ 0:3. Values of W are shown in
units of 102 Gd2 =½2ð1  Þ.

(different from either pure GB sliding or pure GB
migration).
Dependences of parameters x0 and y0 on the disclination
strength ! and the applied stress  are presented in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Solid and dashed curves
in Fig. 3(a) correspond to the dependences x0 ð!Þ and
y0 ð!Þ, respectively, calculated at various values of the
normalized stress =G. Solid and dashed curves in
1.0
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FIG. 3. Dependences of characteristics x0 (solid curves 1, 2,
and 3) and y0 (dashed curves 10 , 20 , and 30 ) on (a) the disclination
strength ! [curves 1 (10 ), 2 (20 ), and 3 (30 ) correspond to values
of the normalized stress =G ¼ 0:003, 0.01, and 0.02, respectively] and (b) the applied stress  [curves 1 (10 ), 2 (20 ), and 3 (30 )
correspond to the disclination strength values of ! ¼ 0:2, 0.3,
and 0.5, respectively].
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Fig. 3(b) correspond to the dependences x0 ðÞ and y0 ðÞ,
respectively, at various values of the strength !. Figure 3
shows that the CGBSM process is hampered when the disclination strength ! increases and enhances when the external stress  grows. For instance, in a typical situation
where the strength ! < 0:5, the distances x0 and y0 may
reach value of the grain size. When !  1, the process is,
in fact, suppressed (values of x0 and y0 are low).
The CGBSM process produces the local plastic strain
" ¼ "sl þ "mig , where "sl is the plastic strain carried by GB
sliding and "mig is the plastic strain carried by GB migration. The plastic strain carried by GB sliding per one grain
is given as "sl ¼ x0 =d [21]. When pure stress-driven migration of a symmetric tilt boundary with misorientation !
occurs, it causes plastic strain 2 tanð!=2Þ within the area
swept by the migrating GB. Since such an area normalized per grain area is approximately equal to y0 =d, the
corresponding mean strain per one grain is "mig ¼
2y0 tanð!=2Þ=d. As a result, we find
" ¼ ½x0 þ 2y0 tanð!=2Þ=d;

(2)

where the first and second terms describe plastic strains
due to GB sliding and GB migration, respectively.
In recent years, particular attention has been paid to
experimental results [18–20] giving evidence for enhanced
tensile ductility of NC metals without preexistent cracks
and pores, because these results are indicative of intrinsic
ductility of NC structures. When a NC solid is free from
fabrication-produced cracks, its tensile ductility is limited
by plastic flow localization and/or brittle crack nucleation
[11,14,22]. GB disclinations commonly cause pronounced
strain hardening that suppresses plastic flow localization
[22]. Therefore, in the considered case (Fig. 1), intrinsic
ductility of a NC solid is controlled by crack nucleation. As
a corollary, the ductility is approximately specified by the
critical plastic strain "c at which stable cracks nucleate in
the solid. Let us estimate values of "c in the cases of pure
GB sliding and CGBSM process. To do so, we use the
energy criterion [21] for crack nucleation and growth.
According to this criterion, the formation of a stable crack
with the length l at a disclination dipole with the arm p is
~ > qc . Here l~ ¼ l=p,
energetically favorable, if qðlÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~

2ð
1
þ
l

1Þ
1 þ l~ þ 1 2
~ ¼ l~
qðlÞ
 lnpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l~
1 þ l~  1
2 

2ð1  Þ
;
(3)
þ
G!
the parameter qc ¼ 32ð1  Þ=ðGp!2 Þ when a crack
nucleates or grows within a grain interior [Fig. 1(d)] or
qc ¼ 16ð1  Þð2  b Þ=ðGp!2 Þ when a crack nucleates or grows along a GB [Fig. 1(f)],  is the specific free
surface energy (per unit area), and b is the specific GB
energy (per unit GB area) released when a crack nucleates
or grows along the GB. As it follows from Fig. 1(d), in the
case of pure GB sliding, the crack nucleates or grows
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within the grain interior. In the case of CGBSM process,
our calculations show that the dipole BE in configuration III typically has a larger arm than the dipole CD
(p2 > p1 ) [Fig. 1(e)]. A dipole with a larger arm is a
preferable site for crack nucleation. Besides, crack growth
more easily occurs along GB (due to additional release of
the GB surface energy) than within grain interior. As a
corollary, a crack is typically generated near the disclination dipole BE, and its growth occurs along the GB fragment EB2 [Fig. 1(f)]. Therefore, in the case of the CGBSM
process, we focus our study on crack growth along the GB.
In general, the criterion (3) reveals the interval, l1 < l <
l2 , of crack length values corresponding to energetically
favorable nucleation and growth of the crack. That is, any
crack having its length l within the interval grows until l
reaches value of l2 , in which case the crack becomes stable
[21,22,28]. With the above formulas, we calculated local
plastic strain "c , at which a stable crack with the length l ¼
3 nm is formed in a NC nickel. In our calculation, we used
d ¼ 30 nm and ! ¼ 0:5 and 0.7 as parameters of the GB
configuration, while we took the Ni material parameters as
[30] G ¼ 73 GPa,  ¼ 0:34,  ¼ 1:725 J=m2 , and b ¼
0:69 J=m2 . For these values, in the case of the CGBSM
process [Fig. 1(f)], we found the equilibrium distances
x0  0:22d and y0  0:17d at ! ¼ 0:5, as well as x0 
0:12d and y0  0:10d at ! ¼ 0:7. The local plastic strain
has a value of "c  0:31 at ! ¼ 0:5 and "c  0:19 at ! ¼
0:7. In the case of pure GB sliding [Fig. 1(d)], with results
from Refs. [21,22], one finds p  0:22d and "c  0:22 at
! ¼ 0:5, as well as p  0:11d and "c  0:11 at ! ¼ 0:7.
These estimates allow us to conclude that the CGBSM
process is characterized by significantly larger values of
"c compared to those for pure GB sliding.
Thus, the CGBSM process represents a special (new)
deformation mode in NC solids. This deformation mode is
more energetically favorable than pure GB sliding in NC
solids in wide ranges of their parameters. It is theoretically
revealed that intrinsic ductility (specified by the critical
plastic strain "c , at which a stable crack with the length l ¼
3 nm is formed) of a NC solid enhances, if the CGBSM
process dominates, compared to the situation with dominant GB sliding. Results of our theoretical model are in a
good agreement with experimental observations
[11,12,23,29] of concurrent occurrence of GB sliding and
grain growth in deformed NC solids.
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